### What’s New

**Assistant Software**

- The configuration table loads faster.
- Indication at the bottom of the screen while the configuration table is loading.
**What's New**

**Flight Controller Firmware**

- Supports the latest DJI Guidance firmware v1.3.4.

**Note**

- When used with the Guidance system, ensure the flight controller firmware is updated to v2.2.7 via the DJI N1 Assistant.
Date: 2015/07/06
DJI Pilot App Version: iOS 1.2.0, Android 1.2.0
DJI N1 Assistant Version: 3.4.1
Flight Controller Firmware Version: 2.2.6
Central Board Firmware Version: 3.0.6
Intelligent Flight Battery Firmware Version: 3.7.1
ESC Firmware Version: 1.8.0
Air System Baseband Firmware Version: 1.8.0
Air System USB Converter Firmware Version: 1.1.2
Remote Controller Firmware Version: 1.0.0.03
Firmware Update Package Version: 1.0.0.03

What’s New

Assistant Software

- Fixed issue of the central board’s firmware unable to update.
- Added progress bar for the firmware update.
## DJI Matrice 100 Overview

1. Upgraded Flight Controller and Integrated Lightbridge
2. Dedicated Remote Controller
3. Full Mobile App Support
4. Purpose-Built Propulsion System
5. Expansion Bays
6. Universal Power and Communication Ports
7. Dual Battery Compartments
8. Customizable Mounting and Balancing
9. Adjustable Arm Angle for Greater Torque
10. 50% Less Vibrations, Rigid, Strong System
11. Responsive, Quick Release Landing Pads
12. Enhanced GPS
13. Compatible Parts for Further Functionality

The Matrice 100 is compatible with a wide range of DJI accessories including:

- **Guidance**: DJI’s revolutionary sensor kit that helps your platform see its environment and recognize when obstacles or other objects are nearby.
- **X3 Camera and Gimbal**: Shoot stabilized 4K video and capture 12 megapixel images from the sky with DJI’s integrated camera and 3-axis gimbal system.
- **Extra Battery**: Extend your flight time by flying with an additional DJI Intelligent Flight Battery.
- **Expansion Bays**: Use more expansion bays to put all of your desired devices onto your Matrix 100 and create a truly unique, customized platform.